Rapid Fit Security
You can now hire a system on a monthly basis and install it yourself.
Have you ever required an alarm system for a
short term applications such as:Void Properties
Plant Equipment
Construction Sites
Scaffolding

What does FM provide
When you hire a system it is delivered pre-configured
and ready to use. When you locate the alarm
sensors and turn the alarm controller on the system
is fully operational.
Our technical helpline is manned by experienced
engineers who provide help with commissioning and
testing.

Personnel Protection
A fully portable wireless security system is now
available on monthly hire from FM Electronics which
caters for both internal and external security
applications.
For over 20 years FM has supplied portable alarms
for rapid deployment to the UK Police forces .
A commercial version is now available which can be
fitted just as quickly and easily without requiring any
alarm expertise.

This industrial building in a rural location was
protected by Four Internal PIR sensors + 4 TwinEye external dual sensors. GSM alarm signalling to
our 24Hr monitoring centre and Security guard with
key-holding response.

How does the FM2000 security system
work?
Wireless motion sensors detect intruders as soon as
they enter the protected area. The wireless sensors
can be positioned where needed with minimum
installation time and can be easily relocated as the
site changes.
The rugged fully featured FM2200 portable alarm
panel monitors all of the conditions within the alarm
system and reports them to the preprogrammed
location accordingly.
Alarms are signalled in one or more of the following
ways:
Text message to Managers mobile phones,
GSM data transmission to a FM’s Monitoring Centre
who will respond as directed and can call a security
guard to respond.
GSM data to FM’s service centre for alarm
management.

The Security Benefit
The area is constantly monitored by our detectors.
The system allows you to have ‘eyes’ in many
locations at the same time at a much lower cost than
a single manned guard.

How do I do this?

This sub station compound needed protection from
cable theft. GSM text messages to mobile phones
alert their 24Hr emergency staff.

Contact us to discuss your requirements. Our
experienced engineers can advise how we put
together a system, suggest a standard system or
tailor a package to meet your specific requirements.
All systems are supplied to you ready to take out of
the box, plug in and use.
Please feel free to contact Ashley on 01594 827070
or 07711 971302 who will be pleased to assist you.
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Applications

Wireless alarm Sensors

l Empty Buildings

External Detectors with
various detection patterns.

l Construction sites
l Compounds
l Perimeter intruder detection
l Commercial storage outside buildings
l Dangerous areas for the public

The Twin-Eye dual beam
external 30 metre detector
provides high false alarm
immunity.

l Sub stations
l Temporary and portable security
l Remote site security requiring Man Guard
response.

Internal detectors
with a range of detection
patterns, with pulse count &
pet tolerant features.

l Personnel protection
Optical smoke detector.

FM Portable alarm systems
The standard system shown below comprises
an alarm controller with an active SIM card fitted
two detectors and remote control

Heat Detector for situations
where periodic vacuuming the
sensor is not practical.
Weatherproof transmitter with
clean contact alarm inputs.
Internal door contact
transmitter with integral reed
contact + wired inputs.
Shock and movement
sensor with sensitivity
adjustment + Contact alarm
input.
Pendant Panic button.
Remote controls for arming
and disarming control panels.

Bespoke systems can be designed or tailored to
meet your specific security needs. Any of the
FM wireless alarm sensors are compatible.
Systems are always supplied ready to plug in
and use.
Our engineer can remotely download customer
specific features and text messages to your
system and change these in service if required.

Visit www.fmelectronics.co.uk to see the full range
of wireless security products.
Control panels, detectors, transmitters & receivers
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